Press Release

Nevion sales grow by more than a third in the Americas
Americas sales team strengthened further through industry leaders
Oslo, Norway, 12 November 2019 – Nevion, award-winning provider of virtualized
media production solutions, has experienced a growth in bookings in its Americas region
of 34% so far in 2019, compared to the same period in 2018. Sales of software and
services in the region have also more than quadrupled in the period, reflecting the
increased demand for IP solutions, based on Nevion’s flagship software-defined products.
In 2019, Nevion has signed several significant deals with new and existing customers in
in the Americas, most notably with a US national broadcast network and a leading
international satellite services provider. These high-profile projects are currently in the
process of being delivered.
To build on that growth, and to meet the surge in interest in workflow-transforming IP
solutions, two seasoned and highly-regarded sales executives, Edward McGivern and Ron
Rosenthal, have recently joined Nevion’s Americas team.
With 20 years’ experience selling high-value technology solutions in the broadcast
market, McGivern has held senior sales positions at Snell Advanced Media, Imagine
Communications and Grass Valley. Most recently, he was the director of Tektronix’s
video sales division for the Americas.
Rosenthal brings to Nevion over 30 years of sales and operations management
experience, as well as many long-standing relationships in the broadcast and cable
industry. He has previously worked for Limelight Networks, Snell Advanced Media,
Imagine Communications, Level 3 and Intelsat, amongst others.
“We are very pleased to have two such highly-experienced and well-regarded sales
executives joining our US team,” says Hans Hasselbach, Nevion’s Chief Commercial
Officer. “Their vote of confidence in Nevion is a reflection of the performance and
ambition of the company in the region, as well as of our overall corporate vision and
strategy.”
For more information about Nevion and its solutions, please visit the Nevion website.

About Nevion
As the architect of virtualized media production, Nevion provides media network and
broadcast infrastructure solutions to broadcasters, telecommunication service providers,
government agencies and other industries. Increasingly based on IP, virtualization and
Cloud technology, Nevion’s solutions enable the management, transport and processing
of professional-quality video, audio and data – in real time, reliably and securely. From
content production to distribution, Nevion solutions are used to power major sporting
and live events across the globe. Some of the world’s largest media groups and telecom
service providers use Nevion technology, including AT&T, NBC Universal, Sinclair
Broadcast Group Inc., NASA, Arqiva, BBC, CCTV, EBU, BT, TDF and Telefonica.
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For more information please visit www.nevion.com. Follow Nevion on Twitter
@nevioncorp
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